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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-One.

An Act to protect the environment by encouraging the return
AND RECYCLING OF SOME CONSUMER PRODUCTS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
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CHAPTER 211.
RETURN AND RECYCLING OF
SOME CONSUMER PRODUCTS

7 1) The legislature finds that a crisis exists in the common-
-8 wealth’s capacity to dispose of municipal solid waste. Solutions
9 to the waste crisis historically have focused on creating more

10 disposal capacity, rather than on the more critical long-term need
11 to reduce the amount of waste generated. Consequently, citizens
12 of the commonwealth pay increasing economic and environmen-
-13 tal costs for the conventional waste management of landfilling and
14 incineration.
15 2) The legislature further finds that a lasting solution to the
16 solid waste crisis must begin with a clearly articulated
17 management plan in which the commonwealth recognizes
18 recycling and source reduction the elimination of excess
19 materials before they enter the waste stream —as its top priorities.

1 SECTION 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter 21H the following new chapter:

6 Section 1. A. Legislative findings.
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20 The legislature thus declares the following hierarchy for solid
21 waste management in the commonwealth: Source reduction the
22 most preferable alternative. Reuse, recycling and materials
23 recovery, and composting second. And, as a last resort, resource
24 recovery and landfilling.
25 3) The legislature further finds that the improper management
26 of waste oil, lead acid batteries, tires, white goods and motor
27 vehicles presents a serious threat to human health and the
28 environment. White goods and motor vehicles pose additional
29 health and environmental threats due to the presence of hazardous
30 materials and chemicals, including chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s).
31 The legislature finds that CFC’s are damaging to the atmosphere.
32 Section 2. Definitions.
33 As used in this chapter, the following words shall have the
34 following meanings:
35 “Battery”, a lead acid storage battery which is not cracked or
36 leaking, including without limitation those used in automobiles,
37 trucks, buses, marine vehicles, or any other application.
38 “Battery seller”, an establishment selling batteries in units of
39 one or more per customer for use off the premises, including
40 without limitation automotive and truck service stations, gasoline
41 retail stations, new automobile dealerships, used automobile
42 dealerships and retail outlets.
43 “Collection center,” a site where used white goods and motor
44 vehicles are collected from the public prior to final disposition by
45 recycling, combustion, land disposal or other methods.
46 “Commissioner,” the commissioner of the department of
47 environmental protection.
48 “Department,” the department of environmental protection.
49 “Designated solid waste facility,” a solid waste management
50 facility permitted by the department which acts as the final
51 disposal site for white goods and motor vehicles, including
52 landfills and combustion facilities.
53 “Disposal,” traditional methods of solid waste management,
54 including sanitary landfills and incinerators.
55 “Distributor,” a supplier, wholesaler, or other person or entity
56 who sells containers to other suppliers, wholesalers, distributors,
57 or persons or entities for resale purposes.
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58 “Division,” the division of solid waste management of the
59 department of environmental protection.
60 “Fund,” the waste reduction and recycling fund.
61 “Motor vehicle,” any automobile, truck, trailer, semi-trailer,
62 truck tractor and semi-trailer combination, or any other vehicle
63 propelled by power other than muscular power.
64 “Municipal solid waste stream,” the aggregate volume of solid
65 waste generated within the boundaries of a municipality by
66 residential, commercial, and institutional sources combined.
67 “Processing,” any technique designed to change the physical,
68 chemical or biological character or composition of any solid waste
69 so as to render it: 1) safe for transport; 2) amenable to recovery,
70 storage or recycling; or 3) safe for disposal or reduced in volume
71 or concentration.
72 “Processing facility,” a site where equipment is used to cut or
73 otherwise alter whole used white goods and used motor vehicles.
74 “Recycling,” the process by which materials otherwise destined
75 for the municipal solid waste stream are collected, separated,
76 processed, or reused and returned to economic markets in the
77 form of raw materials, feedstocks or finished end products.
78 “Recycling services,” the services provided by persons or entities
79 engaged in recycling, including the collection, processing, storage,
80 reusing, and disposition of recycled materials.
81 “Retailer,” a person or entity, other than a distributor,
82 manufacturer, supplier, or wholesaler, who sells or otherwise
83 dispenses to consumers finished end products placed in
84 containers.
85 “Supplier,” a person or entity who sells containers within the
86 Commonwealth to other persons or entities.
87 “Tire,” continuous solid pneumatic rubber designed to encircle
88 or cover the wheel of a motor vehicle or trailer.
89 “Tire seller,” an establishment selling tires in units of one or
90 more per customer for use off the premises, including without
91 limitation truck and automotive service stations, gasoline retail
92 stations, new automotive dealerships, used automotive dealer-
-93 ships that service vehicles, and retail outlets.
94 “Used tire,” a whole tire that is no longer suitable for its original
95 intended purposes because of wear, damage or defect.
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96 “White goods,” domestic and commerical large appliances
which are discarded, including without limitation; refrigerators,
ranges, water heaters, freezers, washing machines, dryers, and
microwave ovens.
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100 “Wholesaler,” a person or entity who sells containers to
retailers, suppliers, distributors, or other wholesalers for resale
purposes.
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Section 3. The Collection of Lead Acid Motor Vehicle and
Marine Batteries.

103
104

A) Every battery seller shall install and maintain on its premises
adequate facilities for the collection and temporary storage of used
batteries. B) Every battery seller shall periodically remove used
bateries in a manner consistent with all laws, rules and regulations
of the commonwealth, including the provisions of chapter 21C,
where applicable. Every battery seller shall protect and enclose
its battery storage facilities so as to limit access to prersons
designated by the battery seller to accept used batteries.
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Section 4. A) No person may place a used lead acid battery
in mixed municipal solid waste, discard or otherwise dispose of
a lead acid battery except by delivery to an automotive battery
retailer or wholesaler, to a collection or recycling facility
authorized under the law of the commonwealth, or to a secondary
lead smelter permitted by the Environmental Protection Agency.
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B) No automotive battery retailer shall dispose of a used lead
acid battery except by delivery to the agent of a battery wholesaler,
to a battery manufacturer for delivery to a secondary lead smelter
permitted by the Environmental Protection Agency, or to a
collection or recycling facility authorized under the law of the
commonwealth, or to a secondary lead smelter permitted by the
Environmental Protection Agency.
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C) Each battery improperly disposed of shall constitute a
separate violation.
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Section 5. A) A person selling lead acid batteries at retail or
offering lead acid batteries for retail sale in the state shall:

128
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I) accept, at the point of transfer, in a quantity at least equal
to the number of new batteries purchased, used lead acid batteries
from customers, if offered by customers; and

130
131
132
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133 2) post written notice which must be at least BVi inches by
134 11 inches in size and must contain the universal recycling symbol
135 and the following language:
136 a) “It is illegal to discard a motor vehicle battery or other
137 lead acid battery.”
138 b) “Recycle your used batteries”; and
139 c) “State law requires us to accept used motor vehicle
140 batteries or other lead acid batteries for recycling, in exchange
141 for new batteries.”
142 Section 6. Any person selling new lead acid batteries at
143 wholesale shall accept, at the point of transfer, in a quantity at
144 least equal to the number of new batteries purchased, used lead
145 acid batteries from customers, if offered by customers. A person
146 accepting batteries in transfer from an automotive battery retailer
147 shall be allowed a period not to exceed 90 days to remove batteries
148 from the retail point of collection.
149 Section 7. The department shall periodicarry inspect each
150 battery seller in order to determine compliance with sections three
151 through seven of this chapter.
152 Section 8. The Collection of Used Tires
153 A) Every tire seller shall install and maintain on its premises
154 adequate facilities for the safe collection and temporary storage
155 of used tires to a maximum of 250 tires per facility at one time.
156 B) Every tire seller shall periodically remove stored used tires
157 in a manner consistent with all laws, rules and regulations of the
158 commonwealth, including the provisions of chapter 21C, where
159 applicable. Every tire seller shall protect and enclose its used tire
160 storage facilities so as to limit access to persons designated by the
161 tire seller to accept used tires.
162 Section 9. Every tire sold at retail in the commonwealth shall
163 include a five dollar deposit paid by the purchaser.
164 Section 10. Every tire sold in the commonwealth shall include
165 a deposit redemption certificate which states the following: “To
166 receive a full refund of the deposit paid at the original time of
167 purchase, this tire must be returned to a tire seller along with this
168 redemption certificate.” Redemption certificates shall also include
169 the redemption value of the tire.
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170 Section 11. Every tire seller shall accept from any individual
at no extra charge, used tires accompanied by a redemption
certificate as described in section fourteen of this chapter in
quantities not exceeding four per month. At the time of return
the full dollar value of the original deposit amount shall be
refunded to the individual returning the used tire.

171
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176 Section 12. Every tire seller shall post and maintain at or near

the point of display or sale the following words in letters not less
than one inch high: “Improper disposal of used tires greatly
exacerbates the solid waste crisis and depletes a valuable resource.
Return used tires to an appropriate tire seller for proper collection
and recycling.”
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182 Section 13. The department shall periodically inspect each tire

seller in order to determine compliance with sections nine through
thirteen of this chapter.

183
184
185 Section 14. A) The commissioner of revenue shall administer

the reduction and recycling fund, a dedicated and nonlapsing
revolving fund hereby established and set up upon the books of
the commonwealth. Monies deposited in the fund shall only be
appropriated for purposes consistent with the intent and
provisions of this chapter.
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B) The fund shall receive and be credited all fees collected by
the Department of Revenue under this chapter. The Department
of Revenue shall also credit to the fund all interest received on
fees collected pursuant to this chapter.
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C) The Department of Revenue shall adopt all rules and
regulations necessary to administer the waste reduction and
recycling fund to implement this chapter.
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Section 15. The commissioner of revenue shall develop a
program to retrieve all tire deposits deemed abandoned by the end
of a given time period. The time period shall be prescribed by the
commissioner of revenue. All such abandoned deposits shall be
placed in the waste reduction and recycling fund as established
by section fourteen of this chapter.
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203

Section 16. Pursuant to sections fourteen and fifteen of this
chapter and subject to appropriation by the legislature, the
department shall expend monies from the fund for the following
purposes:

204
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207
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208 A) administration costs incurred by the department, or its
209 designees, in establishing, implementing, and enforcing their
210 obligations stipulated in this chapter. This amount shall not ex-
-211 ceed 15% of the revenues deposited in the fund during each fiscal
212 year;

213 B) costs incurred by the department, or its grantees, for the
214 development and operation of recycling programs; composting
215 programs; mixed plastics recycling programs; tire recycling
216 programs. This amount shall not exceed 40% of the revenues
217 deposited in the fund during each fiscal year;
218 C) research grants to public institutions of higher education,
219 including without limitation, the University of Lowell and the
220 University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Such research shall
221 include without limitation: 1) technological, environmental, and
222 economic feasiblity studies in mixed plastic recycling and source-
-223 separated plastic recycling; 2) technological, environmental, and
224 economic feasibility studies in the reduction of excessive
225 packaging; and 3) technological, environmental, and economic
226 feasiblity studies in photodegradation, chemical degradation, and
227 biodegradation of plastic packaging. The department may
228 establish such grants through the commonwealth’s centers for
229 excellence program or directly with the educational institutions
230 and their departments. This amount shall not exceed 15% of the
231 revenues deposited in the fund during each fiscal year;
232 D) community grants to establish local public education
233 programs concerning without limittion: recycling; source
234 separation; identification of products packaged manufactured
235 with substances damaging to the environment. This amount shall
236 not exceed 20% of the revenues deposited in the fund during each
237 fiscal year;
238 E) community grants to facilitate the restoration and
239 subsidization of abandoned or underutilized industrial facilities
240 for use by new and existing businesses in the recycling services
241 industry. This amount shall not exceed 25% of the revenues
242 deposited in the fund during each fiscal year; and
243 F) business loans allocated in a competitive process through
244 the Massachusetts industrial finance agency for research,
245 development, and implementation of recycling technologies and
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246 markets, including without limitation: 1) retooling by container
and packaging manufacturers seeking to utilize reclaimed
materials; 2) retooling by nonpackaging manufactures seeking to
utilize reclaimed materials in finished end products; 3) assisting
companies in moving from pilot-scale to commercial-scale
operations which result in the recycling, reuse, or reduction of
materials; and 4) attracting and retaining companies in the
commonwealth that currently manufacture end products with
reclaimed materials. The amount allocated under this section shall
not exceed 45% of the revenues deposited in the fund during each
fiscal year.
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Section 17. Proper Processing of White Goods and
Automobiles.

257
258

A) every solid waste disposal facility shall ensure that a
mechanism is in place to ensure removal of the capacitor and the
lighting ballast from white goods. No solid waste disposal facility
shall accept white goods for shredding or final disposal unless such
a process has been established and is being utilized prior to final
disposal.
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B) any capacitors and lighting ballasts which are removed shall
be disposed of consistent with all laws, rules and regulations of
the commonwealth, including the provisions of chapter 21C,
where applicable.
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Section 18. A) every solid waste disposal facility, processing
facility and collection center accepting motor vehicles shall ensure
that mechanism is in place to ensure the removal and separation
of batteries, waste oil, and other fluids from the motor vehicles
prior to their processing of the motor vehicle.

269
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B) Every designated solid waste disposal facility, processing
facility and collection center shall install and maintain on its
premises adequate facilities for the collection and temporary
storage of batteries, waste oil and other fluids. Such facilities shall
properly shelter and protect all waste oils and battery storage
facilities to prevent spillage, seepage or discharge into storm or
sanitary sewers or into the waters of the commonwealth. Every
designated solid waste disposal facility, processing facility and
collection center shall periodically remove the stored batteries,
waste oil and other fluids in a manner consistent with all laws,
rules and regulations of the commonwealth, including the

274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
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285 provisions of chapter 21C, where applicable. Every designated
286 solid waste disposal facility, processing facility, and collection
287 center shall protect and enclose its batteries, waste oil and other
288 fluids’ storage facilities so as to limit access to persons designated
289 by the designated solid waste disposal facility, processing facility
290 and collection center to accept batteries, waste oil and other fluids.
291 Section 19. Battery sellers, tire sellers, solid waste disposal
292 facilities, and others ordered to comply within this chapter, found
293 in violation of one or more of sections three through eighteen of
294 this chapter are liable for criminal penalties, punishable by a fine
295 of not more than one thousand dollars for each offense, or by
296 imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.
297 Section 20. Sections three through eighteen of this chapter and
298 any obligations, responsibilities, and exemptions provided
299 thereunder, shall not be construed to limit the applicability and
300 enforceability of any other provisions of this chapter.

1 SECTION 2. Chapter 7of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 228 the following new
3 sections:
4 Section 22C. State Procurement of Used Automotive Lubri-
-5 eating Oil.
6 A) The state purchasing agent shall develop and implement a
7 rerefined automotive lubricating oil procurement plan for the
8 commonwealth. The state purchasing agent, or its designee, shall
9 review and revise any procurement specifications which

10 discourage the procurement of rerefined automotive lubricating
11 oil. State institutions and authorities not subject to the purchasing
12 agent’s jurisdiction shall develop comparable plans based, to the
13 extent practicable, on the purchasing agent’s plan.
14 B) When purchasing automotive lubricating oil, the state
15 purchasing agent shall purchase rerefined automotive lubricating
16 oil where: 1) the rerefined oil is available at a reasonable cost
17 compared to virgin automotive lubricating oil; and 2) the rerefined
18 oil’s quality is comparable to the virgin automotive lubricating
19 oil.
20 C) The department of environmental protection’s division of
21 hazardous waste shall provide the state purchasing agent with the
22 necessary technical expertise to develop and effectuate the
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23 purposes of the procurement plan. Within six months of passage
24 of this act, the state purchasing agent shall promulgate rules and
25 regulations and take any other actions deemed necessary to
26 effectuate the purposes of the procurement plan. Such rules and
27 regulations may include without limitation, provisions authoriz-
-28 ing the permissible range of price differences between rerefined
29 and virgin automotive lubricating oil. All rules or regulations
30 promulgated pursuant to this section shall become effective within
31 ninety days of their publication.
32 Section 22D. State Procurement of Recycled Goods.
33 A) The state purchasing agent shall develop and implement a
34 recycled goods procurement plan for the commonwealth. The
35 state purchasing agent, or its designee, shall review and revise any
36 procurement specifications which discourage the procurement of
37 recycled or reused goods. State institutions and authorities not
38 subject to the purchasing agent’s jurisdiction shall develop
39 comparable plans based, to the extent practicable, on the
40 purchasing agent’s plan.
41 B) When purchasing recycled or reused goods, the state
42 purchasing agent shall purchase recycled or reused goods where:
43 1) the recycled or reused goods are available at a comparable cost
44 to those of virgin materials, and 2) the recycled or reused good’s
45 quality is adequate for the purposes intended. The state
46 purchasing agent shall authorize a ten percent price preference to
47 contract bids that use recycled goods of at least fifty percent non-
-48 virgin material. Recycled goods shall include without limitation
49 paper, tires, aluminum, glass, plastic, autoparts, steel, compost,
50 reclaimed solvents, and asphalt. Recycled waste oil shall be
51 governed by the provisions of section 22C of this chapter.
52 C) The Department of Environmental Protection shall provide
53 the state purchasing agent with the necessary technical expertise
54 to develop and effectuate the purposes of the procurement plan.
55 Within nine months of the passage of this act, the state purchasing
56 agent shall determine pruchasing goals to be reached, and shall
57 promulgate rules and regulations and take any other actions
58 deemed necessary to effectuate the purposes of the procurement
59 plan. All rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to this
60 section shall become effective within ninety days of their
61 publication.
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4 Section 31. Collection of Used Automotive Oil. Definitions.
5 As used in sections thirty-two through thirty-six inclusive, the
6 following words shall have the following meanings:
7 “Large quantity oil seller,” an oil seller who sells at least five
8 hundred gallons of automotive lubricating oil annually.
9 “Oil seller,’ an establishment selling automotive lubricating oil

10 to consumers for use off the premises or servicing vehicles by
11 providing oil change services, including without limitation:
12 automotive service stations, gasoline retail stations, new
13 automotive dealerships, used automobile dealerships, marinas
14 serving powered watercraft, and retail outlets.
15 “Waste Oil,” used automotive lubricating oil removed from a
16 vehicle.
17 Section 32. A) Every large quantity oil seller shall install and
18 maintain on its premises adequate facilities for the collection and
19 temporary storage of waste oil. B) Every large quantity oil seller
20 shall properly shelter and protect all waste oil storage facilities
21 to prevent spillage, seepage, or discharge into storm or sanitary
22 sewers or into the waters of the commonwealth. Every large
23 quantity oil seller shall periodically remove the stored waste oil
24 in a manner consistent with all laws, rules, and regulations of the
25 commonwealth, including, without limitation, the provisions of
26 this chapter. Evqry large quantity oil seller shall protect and
27 enclose its waste oil facilities so as to limit access to persons
28 designated by the large quantity oil seller to accept and handle
29 waste oil.
30 Section 33. Every large quantity oil seller shall accept from any
31 individual, at no extra charge, waste oil in quantities not exceeding
32 three gallons per month. Every large quantity oil seller shall post
33 and maintain at or near the point of display or sale the following
34 words in letters not less than one inch high; “Improper disposal
35 of used oil poses serious hazards to human health and the
36 environmental and depletes a valuable nonrenewable resource.

1 SECTION 3. Chapter 21 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by striking out section 52A.

1 SECTION 4. Chapter 21C of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 30, the following new sec-
-3 tions;
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37 Return used oil to this establishment for proper disposal and
38 recycling.”
39 Section 34. Every oil seller who sells less than five hundred
40 gallons of automotive lubricating oil annually shall post and
41 maintain at or near the point of display or sale the following words
42 in letters not less than one inch high: “Improper disposal of used
43 oil poses serious hazards to human health and the environment,
44 and depletes a valuable and nonrenewable reource. Return used
45 oil to a service station, marina or appropriate retail outlet for
46 proper disposal and recycling.” The notice shall also state the
47 names of the three nearest large quantity oil sellers required to
48 accept waste oil under section thirty-three of this chapter.
49 Section 35. Every container of new automotive lubricating oil
50 sold in the commonwealth shall bear a label or stamp with the
51 following notice; “Improperly disposal of used oil poses serious
52 hazards to human health and the environment and depletes a
53 valuable and nonrenewable resource. Return used oil for proper
54 disposal and recycling.”
55 Section 36. The department shall inspect each waste oil storage
56 facility maintained by a large quantity oil seller pursuant to section
57 thirty-two of this chapter at periodic intervals and without
58 advance notice to ensure the large quantity oil seller’s complaince
59 with sections thirty-two to thirty-six of this chapter.

1 SECTION 5. Chapter 63 of the General Laws is hereby
2 amended by inserting after section 38K the following section:
3 Section 38L. Income Tax Credits for Newspaper Publishers
4 Using Recycled Newsprint.
5 A) Any person, entity or newspaper publishing business using
6 qualifying recycled newsprint may take credit against the excise
7 tax imposed upon it under this chapter in an amount equal to 10
8 percent of the cost of each ton of recycled newsprint. Recycled
9 newsprint shall mean newsprint that is manufactured ninety

10 percent from reclaimed newspapers. Reclaimed newspapers shall
11 include post-consumer newspapers, newspaper trimmings from
12 newspaper publications, and unsold newspapers.
13 B) Publishers are only eligible for this credit for ten years after
14 this amendment is enacted. After ten years this tax credit will cease
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to exist. Publishers have up to three years in which to claim the
credit.

15
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SECTION 6. Chapter 94 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by inserting after section 328 the following sections: -

1
2

Section 329. A) As used in this section, “person” means an
individual, sole proprietorship, partnership or corporation
organized under the laws of the commonwealth or any state.

3
4
5

B) One year from the effective date of this section, no person
shall manufacture, sell or offer for sale at retail within the
Commonwealth any polystyrene product manufactured by a
process using fully halogenated chlorofluorocarbons (CFC’s).

6
7
8
9

C) The commissioner of the department of environmental
protection may exempt any product otherwise subject to the
provisions of this section which is determined to be critical to
specific medical applications.

10
11
12
13

SECTION 7. The department shall prepare an annual report
for the legislature detailing the allocation of all monies and the
overall progress of each program funded pursuant to chapter 211.
The department may require any organization, company,
institution, community, municipality, or other person or entity
receiving monies under chapter 211 to prepare reports describing
the nature and progress of programs and projects funded pursuant
to chapter 211.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SECTION 8. A) Chapter 211 shall become effective eighteen
months after passage of this act. Within nine months of the
passage of this act, the commissioner of revenue and the
commissioner of environmental protection shall promulgate all
rules and regulations required by the several provisions of chapter
211. All rules and regulations promulgated pursuant to chapter
211 shall become effective no later than one year after their
publication.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 B) The commissioner of revenue and the commissioner of

environmental protection shall comply with chapter Thirty A of
the General Laws in promulgating all rules and regulations
required by chapter 211.

10
11
12
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1 SECTION 9. If any provision or clause of this act or
2 application thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid,
3 such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications
4 of this act which can be given effect without the invalid provision
5 or applciation, and to this end the provisions of this act are
6 declared severable.






